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MRRORV
Our Second Decade

Thursday, February 16, 1989

"A Thousand Points of Light"

DiDonato Elected FUSA President
Garners 53% of Popular Vote
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
The Fairfield University
Student Association's (FUSA)
presidential race came to a finish
on Tuesday, February 14 with the
victory of Warren DiDonato.
One hundred and nineteen votes separated DiDonato and
his main opponent Sean Leyden.
The two received 486 votes and
367 votes, respectively. Laura
Keenan, a write-in candidate, received 61 votes.
DiDonato said that he was
"surprised" by the results of the
election. He added that he plans to
"keep FUSA friendly" and that he
will "not forget the ideas given by
people along the campaign trail."
One of the first things
DiDonato says he is going to do is

"get a haircut," since he has not
had time the last few weeks. Then
he intends to "re-evaluate the internal structure" of FUSA. DiDonato hopes to introduce some
new cabinet positions such as
Info Systems, which would introduce every cabinet member to the
Macintosh in the FUSA office and
produce the FUSA Newsletter.
DiDonato would also like to separate student services and do away
with the position of Executive
Director, which he feels has "no
direct responsibilities."
After the election, Leyden said that he "knows Warren
will do a great job." Leyden hopes
to obtain one of the vice presidential positions. Molly O'Brien, one
of DiDonato's opponents in the
primary, added that she is "behind
him (Warren) all the way."

DiDonato ,also a good
friend of Leyden, , said that the
election brought them closer together. He said that that is "what
FUSA is all about."
Mark Dietz, a member of
the election commission, called it
an "interesting race." He was
pleased to have five original presidential candidates because he feels
it gave the students "more of a
choice." With DiDonato as the
next FUSA president, Dietz thinks
"FUSA's in for a good year."
DiDonato will be selecting his three vice presidents this
week and all four will attend the
national convention in Tennessee
this Sunday. The cabinet will also
be selected during the next week or
two. The new FUSA president and
cabinet will take office on April 1.

Warren DiDonato
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Candidates Debate Future FUSA Issues
Laura Ann Frauenhofer
Staff Writer
On February 9, The Mirror
hosted the FUSA Presidential
Debate for the candidates, Warren
DiDonato and Sean Leyden, at 5:30
in the Campus Center. The candidates were questioned by Ric
Brown, Sports Editor, Lynn Ann
Casey, Assistant Editor, and
AnnMarie Puckhaber, News Editor. The event was moderated by
Joseph C. DeVito, Editor-in-Chief.
In their opening remarks,
Warren and Sean both focused on
their past experiences in dealing
with student issues and events, as
well as outlined their goals for
office.
If elected, DiDonato's plans
include distributing a weekly
FUSA newsletter, which would
inform students about FUSA's
activities and the University's

administration. He said that if
elected, he "would not sit back and
take things at face value." He
wants to promote a "more relaxed,
friendly atmosphere" for FUSA
members.
Leyden's plans include
having open FUSA meetings and
conducting more students polls,
such as the recent one for May
Day. Leyden feels that there is "a
lot of redundant events" and therefore he wants to start new events to
gain student interest.
When asked the question
"What qualities set you apart from
your opponent?" DiDonato replied that "once I get going, I get
revved-up." He focused on his
intense dedication to getting things
done and obtaining the results students want." Leyden replied that
his best quality is his ability to
"look at all the different aspects of
things and to be able to keep an

open eye." He believes that because he has worked with many
people, he has grown to understand many different opinions.
In response to the question
concerning what he would do to
improve communication between
FUSA and the various student
clubs, DiDonato said that he feels
that the recent passing of the referendum to restructure the legislature is "dynamite," and will be one
way to solve the problem. DiDonato believes that other solutions include the distribution of a
FUSA newsletter; sponsoring a
leadership workshop for legislature members; and the creation of
a handbook outlining specific goals
for the legislature.
Leyden feels that the passing of the referendum proves that
communication between FUSA
and students is already improving
and that "the problem is in the

midst of being solved." He would
like to have a "Presidents' Meeting," which would be an open forum for the Presidents of FUSA,
theLegislatulBOro|f?lubs. In a
forum setting, the Presidents could
voice their opinions and as a result,
there would be a better understanding "of what the clubs need from
FUSA and what FUSA needs from
the clubs."
In response to the question
concerning changing and improving the registration system, DiDonato feels that "registration
should be a top priority along with
Sellers' food." He says that the
"lottery doesn't benefit all" and as
a solution he proposes a "one time
registration." This system would
allow students to arrange their
schedules on one day, which would
be determined by class year. He
believes that a school of our size
could handle such a registration
process, and "that we should use

our school size to our advantage."
Leyden expressed his concern that some courses which are
listed in the course booklet are not
offered on a regular sbasis. He
would like to see a better rotation
of courses implemented. "We
should be able to take the classes
we want, and should not have to
worry about fulfulling our majors,"
said Leyden. He challenged DiDonato's "one time registration"
proposal because he is "not sure
about the fairness of it for the
underclass students."
In his closing remarks,
DiDonato urged students to look at
his experience and "to pick a President who you think is going to
work for you." Leyden said that if
elected he would like to continue
his "working relationship with
administrators to bring about the
type of response students are looking for."

Healy Analyzes Amnesty International's Call for Justice
Tom Rhatigan
Staff Writer

■■:■;■.:■;.,.;..:.;.;:.

John C. Healy

PR Photo

How many people here at
Fairfield know that one third of all
present-day governments torture
people every day? How many
know that one half of all governments in the United Nations contain political prisoners? How many
know that, in China, thousands of
people who stand up for democracy are killed or just never heard
from again? How many know that
in Central America, in the past ten
years, there have been about one
million people tortured or killed?
The list goes on.
In commemoration of the
40th anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the
Executive Director of Amnesty
International, Jack Healy, gave a
lecture last Tuesday on the topic,
"Human Rights in the Eighties."
Healy is also the official spokesman for Amnesty International
U.S.A.
Healy began his lecture by

stating many startling statistics
about the countries who torture,
imprison, and kill men, women,
and children for their beliefs, sex,
color, language, or religion. With
this, he discussed the lack of human
rights in our world. "Freedom is a
responsibility," he stated. "We
demand rights from our government, we should not have to beg
for them. That is what human
rights are about."
He asked the audience what
could be done to help. "We could
all do something for human rights,"
he added. "I want everyone on the
side of human rights, that is, the
side of the people against violent
governments who have no right to
destroy, to kill, or to torture."
Healy spoke of how letterwriting campaigns have released
thousands of prisoners, and that it
is up to us to continue to provide
high hopes for these people.
Continuing along the same
line, he spoke out against the death
penalty in the U.S. He said the
American interest in the death

penalty is not only wrong in its
basic beliefs, but he suggests it has
been used against the poor and the
blacks. "Many countries imitate
us; imagine what our world would
be like if every country started
killing their own citizens," Healy
said. "This is not a message of
morality and decency."
Improvements have been
made, however, in some countries.
Places like Brazil, Haiti, and the
Philippines have improved to some
extent in the quest for justice. Even
in the U.S.S.R., Gorbachev has
promised improvement. "We'll
see," Healy said.
"The struggle of human
rights is about people. We must
protect ourselves with or without
government. We have no choice.
People should not have to suffer."
He concluded his lecture by quoting a line from "Biko," a human
rights song by Peter Gabriel: "'You
can blow out a candle, but you
cannot put out the fire / Watch the
flame begin to catch, the winds
will blow it higher.'"
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Smith NamedDirector of
Alumni Relations
Margaret Sweeney
Staff writer
Mary F. Smith has been
named Director of Alumni Relations by George E. Diffley, Vice
President for University Advancement. Smith, who joined the office
a year ago as Associate Director,
has served as acting director for
the past six months, following the
resignation of Richard Poplowski.
In making the announcement, Mr. Diffley said, "Mary has
done an outstanding job of managing the demanding tasks of director and I am pleased that she has
agreed to accept the position on a
permanent basis."
Smith is an alumna of Fairfield, the class of 1983. At Fairfield, she was a fine arts major,
with a music concentration. Smith
is the first graduate to hold the
position since 1976. She comments, "Being an alumna is not a
requirement, but definitely an
advantage. I can relate to the alumni
and understand the uniqueness of
the Fairfield experience."
Smith feels that the primary
mission of her job is to develop a
"liason between all alumni and the
University." When asked about
her goals, Smith said "I would like
all alumni to feel connected to the
University. I would like to reconnect those who have not been back
to see the school." She wants the
alumni to know what the University is doing and to involve them
by making a volunteer committment to the University through
programs to help present students.
Smith believes "an alumnus is the
example of what a University is all
about." •
The Alumni office sponsors
many activities to strengthen this
relationship. On-campus reunions
are held the first week of June for
classes celebrating their fifth, tenth,

fifteenth, etc. reunion. Her office
helps to organize class committees
and the reunion gift campaign.
One of the most important
groups is the Alumni Club which
has chapters in eight cities. These
clubs serve not only alumni, but
current students by sponsoring
activities over breaks, bus rides
home for breaks, career programs
shadow for a day, and in the future,
student send-offs. Major Monday
was another project of the Alumni
office. The Alumni office also
sponsors the Student Achievement
Award and the Loyola Medal.
While serving as acting
director, Smith organized the first
off-campus Alumni Awards Dinner. It was held on November 10,
and featured Peter Jennings as the
guest speaker. The event raised
more than $100,000 for minority

Mary Smith

scholarships, and will now be an
annual affair.
Smith has past experience
with organizing programs and
fundraisers from being director of
development for the Caramoor
Center for Music and the Arts, Inc.
in Katonah, New York, and general manager of the Greater Bridgeport Symphony.
Mr. Diffley also announced
the appointment of Carla Supersano '88 as Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations. Smith and
Supersano, along with Assistant
Director Richard McCarthy '86
make up the Alumni office which
serves over 20,000 alumni. In
conjunction with the Public Relations office, they publish the
Alumni News on a quarterly basis
to keep the alumni informed about
the University and their classmates.
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Husband and Wife Team Discuss
Black and White Dolls
have absolutely no understanding
of black history.
His second point was that
On Thursday, February 9, awareness of race begins at a very
as part of Fairfield University's young age—whether through the
Black History Month, Dr. Derek media or their parents, most chilHobson and Dr. Darlene Powell- dren have some ideas about and
Hobson gave a talk on racism and attitudes towards race by the time
the racial attitudes of children. The they are between 3 and 6 years old.
Hobsons, co-authors of Different Finally, he asserted that blacks have
and Wonderful: Raising Black not been able to break out of this
Children in a Race Conscious So- cycle because they feel that they
ciety, took turns addressing the are not part of the preferred group
in society and therefore do not
larger than expected crowd. .
Dr. Darlene Hobson, speak- deserve more than they get.
The Hobsons' most famous
ing first, asserted that racism is
"the result of insecurity." The experiment was basically a repuboppressor group, she said, sees the •lication of a 1936 experiment by
oppressed group as less in order to another husband and wife team,
make itself seem better. She said Kenneth and Manni Clark.
This experiment involved
that negative attitudes towards race
are sometimes conveyed very testing both black and white pressubtley, and that after years of choolers to see if they preferred
hearing these negative attitudes, black or white dolls. The results
the oppressed group can actually showed that both white and black
begin to believe that they are actu- children overwhelmingly considered the white dolls to be more
ally inferior.
Dr. Derek Hobson had three beautiful and more desireable.
The Hobsons wanted to see,
main points to his half of the lecture. He set out to prove first of all first of all, if childrens' attitudes
that so-called "American" history, had changed after 50 years, and
as it is taught in the nation's schools, secondly, if their decisions could
neglects any mention of the contri- be influenced by positive or negabutions of black men and women. tive reinforcement. In 1984, at the
Because of this, many Americans height of the Cabbage Patch doll
Bill Murphy
Staff Writer ,

craze, they took 20 black and white
Cabbage Patch dolls and presented
them to several classes of nursery
schoolchildren. They allowed each
child to pick one of the dolls. The
children that picked white dolls
were ignored, and the ones that
picked black dolls were praised.
The experiment was repeated later with the same children, and the Hobsons found a
marked increase in the number of
children picking black dolls. The
Hobsons concluded that their reinforcement had shaped the attitudes
of the children. They further took
this as proof that children's racial
attitudes in general are shaped by
the example and reinforcement of
society.
The Hobsons summed up
their talk by saying that the attitudes of one race towards another
have been determined through
years of reinforcement and modelling by the older generation.
Equality and the end of racism,
they continued, can be brought
about in the same way: by reinforcing behavior that discourages
racism and ignoring or disparaging behavior and attitudes that are
racist.
"Pro-black," they said, "is
not anti-white."

9{ap-py lldatedValentines (DayI

Cheers
Cheers to In Transition at
Townhouse 11... and the birthday
celebration that went along with
it... to the Jetty and the Dew Drop
on Thursday., to TH's 42, 73, 30
something, 125, and 189... to the
blue house... to an upcoming 89
nights... to those who went to
Winter Magic... to gorillas at the
Peppermill...to candelight dinners... to the latenights at the Outback and Oz... to the Guys Duplex... to the small get-together at
the Bull Pen... to flowers on Valentines Day... to rock and bowl... to
all those voters in Tuesday's election... to I am cocka... to the Love
Shed... may you live up to your
name... to the Doghouse, the Garage, the Flood House, the Blue
House... to the house at the point
that always plays great music...
like Book of Love on Saturday...
who lives there, anyway?... to
people who visit from other
schools...and don't cause trouble...
to the upcoming long weekend...
and all the people who stay... to
guys who wear red socks... now
that's class... to people who work
at WVOF and willingly grant requests... especially the Grasome
Onesome show one Monday... and
to the song of the year... Dad, I'm
in Jail and I Like It Here... to those
who really do think we'll go metric...

Boooos
Boos to the poor turnout for the
first half of the basketball game on
Saturday... but those Fordham
cheerleaders were enough to scare
anyone away... especially the
Neanderthal man in the center... to
people who work at the Rec Plex
and take their job too seriously... to
Dip drinking... shouldn't college
students have more class?... to
people who park in reserved parking spots... to broken windows and
stolen mailboxes... to receding
hairlines... hair today, gone tomorrow... to creamed corn... to Andy's
Christmas lights... to "spot"... to
people who wear the same outfit
all weekend... you know who you
are... to the person who stole that
Gortex hat on Saturday... and to
public service announcements... to ,
people who are going home this
weekend... to Samantha Fox...
please give your body a rest... to
Guns and Roses...and Poison, too...
why not, right?... may you get lost
in your jungle... to the Doublemint
twins for prostituting themselves...
to Willis from Different-Strokes
for attempting to murder
someone...are the'Bradys next?...
to a poor turnout of voters in the
FUS A election... the new president
will have an effect on this school...

Mirror (Person of the Weel^:
Christine loner, Advertising
Manager

Sears-Roebuck Foundation
Awards University Money
PR- The Sears-Roebuck Foundation has awarded $3,800 to
Fairfield University as part of a distribution of $34,700 to 12 privately
supported colleges and universities in. Connecticut. The Connecticut
colleges and universities are among 735 private, accredited four-year
institutions across the country that are sharing $ 1.2 million in SearsRoebuck Foundation funds for the 1988-89 academic year. The gifts are
unrestricted in order to meet needs selected by the colleges and universities.
The Sears-Roebuck Foundation conducts a variety of programs in
elementary, secondary and higher education and expended more that
$3.4 million in 1988 for these educational activities.

-ClassifiedsWANTED: Mature individual with car to drive 13-year-old to
horseback riding lessons two or three times a week. Hourly
wage plus mileage. Call 255-7822 during the day and 3718075 during the evening.
BRIGHTEN YOUR LIFE!! Meet that someone special through
our singles club. Intro. Singles Club, Box 3006, Boston, MA
02130.
TYPING-Fast, reliable service. 7 days/week $10/hour. 2542849.
DESPERATELY SEEKING the meaning of life.
respond to Box AA..

Please

Stephanie Z., You didn't call after Lunt Avenue — that made
me sad. Do you think we'll ever have our date? After all, it is
Valentine's Day!... Still thinking of you... Lots of love, Mike B.

Features
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Why I Hate Valentine's Day
Joseph C. DeVito
Editor in Chief
Have you ever been
haunted by a mysterious, somehow unexplainable, moment from
your past? If you have, then you
may be able to understand why
Valentine's Day can be a holiday
much more terrifying than Halloween.
Way back in the old days
when I was a mere freshman, I
wrote an article on the uplifting
topic of how miserable you can
make yourself over Valentine's
Day. This was back when I was
going through what came to be
known as my "positive phase."
What follows is an excerpt from
that article, which I feel bears repeating because it has a certain
timeless quality and because I
wasn't able to come up with anything new for the second year in a
row.
What you are about to
read was intended to be humorous.
It turned out to be a one way ticket
to hell.
_
An Excerpt From "Twilight Zone V-Day, " form the February 12, 1987 Mirror
In addition to being very
boring and a pain to spell, the month
of February is, of course, also
known for Valentine's Day. This
holiday delights lovers all over the
world, especially those lovers who
happen to own florist shops and
candy companies. It is these individuals who keep alive such wonderful traditions as romance, affection, and making kissy-face, as
long as they are accompanied by
respectables doses of sugary chocolates in $22 boxes and pink cards
with bad poems written in them.
As of this writing, I have
not yet been shot in the butt by
Cupid's arrow, so pleascexcuse
me for not being swept up in a pink
and white fervor. I don't trust
holidays in general; I still remem-

ber how I felt when they told me
there wasn't any Santa. Something like that can really make you
a cynic, as well as ruin your senior
year of high school.
Keeping all of this in
mind, I have devised a few possible episodes to prepare myself
for the worst. IfRodSerling were
to jump out from behind a tree and
wish me a Happy Valentine's Day,
the scenario might sound something like this:
I'm busy staring at the
girl of my dreams from across the
cafeteria. I've become very good
at this, so don't bother waving your
hand in front of my face because it
won't distract me. Our eyes meet,
she smiles at me and nods. She's
an upperclassman, three inches

wait for a clean spoon, I notice
how she keeps looking back at me
and smiling. I smile back and then
make my eyebrows go up and
down. I sell everything I own to
buy her a box of Fanny Farmer's
and four dozen long stemmed roses.
I bring the love offerings to her
door, which is answered by a huge
weightlifter with a tattoo. I remember where I'd seen him before; he was behind me on the ice
cream line and I realize that he
obviously was the person she was
making eyes at. He beats me furiously and shoves each rose up one
nostril, then pulls it out of the other.
I lie bleeding in the hallway and
die of thorn trauma to the brain.
She steps over my body and goes
out for pizza with Brutus and three

taller than me, and gorgeous. I of his friends.
Or:
immediately have a massive coroI offer her a single red
nary and I am pronounced dead by
an ambulance crew 45 minutes rose and promise her servility and
later. She wears a stunning black my undying loyalty, not unlike her
dress to my funeral (which ironi- old, trustworthy dog. She looks
cally is on the 14fh), and after me in the eye. She comes closer.
leaving a box of chocolates with a She grabs my shoulders. She knees
note saying, "better lucknexttime," me in the groin and asks me what
she goes out for pizza with three of my name is as I fall to the ground.
When I open my jaws to answer
my friends.
her, my ancestral gems of procreaOr:
I bump into her on the ice tion hop out of my mouth, roll out
cream line. During my half hour the door, and then down the Cam-

pus Center stairs. I writhe in agony
for a few minutes, and then, luckily, I die. She goes out for pizza
with her old, trustworthy dog and
three of his friends.
Yes, another spot of good
clean fun for the entire family. Or
so I thought. But I was wrong, oh
so tragically wrong, because
(here's the terrifying part) this is
what I found in my mailbox later
that day:
Dear Joe,
How do you know
you can't get the girt Of your
dreams if you don't try?
Signed, A Friend

"A Friend?" A Friend?
More like a demon from hell! No
name. No return box number. No
nothing. And no traceable handwriting sample. Just typed on
computer paper, folded over once
and held shut with a little heart
sticker. Nothing to go on. No clues.
Not even finger prints.
I was dumbfounded. No,
I was more than dumbfounded. I
was prettydamnstupidfounded. In
three different ways I had complained about Valentines, and now
I got one and / don't know who it's
from.
Unfair, I cried, Unfair!
At first I was dizzy with glee. I sent
my extensive spy network into
motion to see which of the females
I pined for had finally come around
and was ready to be my stupid
Valentine. All my leads came up

bone dry. I had no clues and no
suspects. All I had was that taunting pre-adolescent voice in my head
that kept repeating:
Somebody likes you but
we're not telling somebody likes
you but we 're not telling nyah nyah
nyah nyah nyah nyah! Nyah nyah
nyah nyah nyah nyah!
"But that was two years
ago," you might say. "But who
cares," you might also say, but I'd
really rather you didn't. It was a
long time ago and since then I've
been through many changes (i.e.,
I'm now an upperclassman myself, I'm much cooler, taller, better
looking, etc., etc, harumph,
harumph, the list goes on,
harumph), but I'm still spending
too much time admiring the opposite sex in the cafeteria and I'm still
no closer to finding out who it was
that did this wonderful kind thing
that has been driving me insane.
I still have that piece of
paper. It's ragged from all the times
I read it over and over and over
again, my grip tightening on the
page as I wracked my brain. It's
survived soda spills and moves
between home and school. I keep it
in the glove compartment of my
car just in case the answer should
come to me as I drive along some
lonely old back road.
So the point is, if you're
out there, wherever you are, just
drop me a line to let me know how
you've been all this time. And for
Pete's sake, try just sending a
Hallmark.

Look
Into Your
Future at
New
England
Medical
Center

PICTURE FRAMER
Wanted to work ten to twenty flexible
hours per week. $6.50 per hour or
higher with experiece. ■
Will train a qualified student with
transportation, i.e. art major.
Please call 254-0918

$NEED CASH?
$500/1,000 stuffing envelopes'
Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope:
Mail-Co Box 02678/XW6723
SE 16th
Portland, OR 97202
LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH?

RGIS INVENTORY
SPECIALIST
HAS JUST WHAT YOU NEED.
Work involves the taking of
retail inventories. Must be
available Monday, Tuesday
evenings, and on weekends.
$6 per hour to start.
Paid training.
Transportation Required.
Call 1-800-443-6813 or
736-2963 E.O.E.

E.M.TVs
Are you a certified Emergency Medical Tech.?
Would you like to use your valuable EMT skills?
Can you work 3 shifts per week?
If so, Ace Ambulance of Fairfield offers both
Full-time and Part-time positions
with
Flexible scheduling.
Starting rate: $7.00/hr
Interested? Please call Nancy Brown,
Personnel Director at 335-5147 to set up
an interview today!

£

o I
*

RCE

±i

■////Ace Ambulance
SERVICE INC

Second Semester Hours
Friday
6:00- 11:00p.m.
Saturday 5:30p.m. -1:00 a.m.
Closed Sundays

Food
For Thought
the weekend deli for Fairfield University^^
FREE DELIVERY
Home of the "Turkey Extrordinaire"

255-5558
":> :'^^0

New England Medical Center
is committed to the professional development of our
nurses. Here you will find a
variety of specialty areas in
adult and pediatrics that provide you with the opportunities to develop your nursing
skills in the areas of your
choice. During your six week
orientation, you will he supported in meeting your objectives by a preceptor and
during your first year you
will participate in patient care
conferences, workshops,
seminars and management
training. As you gain primary
nursing experience, you will
have an opportunity to join
a collaborative practice and
work with a physician and
ambulatory nurses to coordinate the care of your patients through an entire
episode of illness. We are
committed to your success.
Join our staff and practice in
an autonomous environment
that fosters your professional growth.

^T Salary with rotation
$32,219
^r Board Review
Course Offered
Free of Charge
<W Early Decision
Program
Confirm your starting date by May 1st
and receive a
$1,000 bonus.

In addition to offering one of the highest salary schedules in the area,
our progressive benefits package includes continuing education
providing CEU's. generous tuition reimbursement, flexible schedules
including 12-hour shifts, and participatory time planning. We have
aparking garage on-site and the convenience of an Orange Line T-stop.
For additional information about these opportunities, please
call our Nurse Recruiter at 617-956-5575. 750 Washington
Street, Box 465, Boston, MA 02111. An equal opportunity employer.

t

New England
I Medical Center
Hospitals
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Procrastination: A Much Maligned Art
Sandra Di Cesare
Features Editor
It's 9:00 Sunday evening.
You have an Economics test and a
Business Law paper due on Monday. Deciding that it's about time
you get started on your work, you
pack your knapsack and head over
to the library.
After studying for about
20 minutes, you suddenly realize
that you are dying of thirst and
make a quick trip to the Bannow
nursing lounge for a can of Coke.
On your way out, you run into a
friend whom you haven't seen all
semester. After catching up for an
hour, you realize the time, and
quickly head back to the library to
continute your studying. You study
for about 15 minutes, run to the
bathroom and end up spending 20
minutes reading the walls. Back at
your cubicle, your try to begin your
studying again, but it is so hot and
noisy in the library, that you decide
to go home to study.
It's now almost 11:00 and
you've barely cracked a book.
Suddenly panicked, you pace
around your room, moaning to your
roommate about all the work you
have yet to do. She mumbles a few
sympathetic words and goes to bed.

At midnight you finally setde down
to study and end up working until
5:00 A.M. This is the familiar saga
of a student who has mastered the
art of procrastination.
To procrastinate is to
"Put off until a later time." For
some a later time means a matter of
hours, for others it could mean as
much as days or weeks. There are
many reasons why people choose
to avoid doing unpleasant tasks or

Some people
can only function if
they're under extreme pressure
activities. They often fear failure
or the change that performing the
activity could produce.
By avoiding studying for
your Art History test, you don't
have the time to worry about the
small amount of material you
know. By not getting your gradschool applications in on time, you
miss the opportunity of finding out
if you would have been accepted.
And by putting offcalling the friend
whom you haven't seen in a month,

call homem
homework^VN
#

goofing off^

exercise

=- boredom

you avoid his angry words at your
failure to contact him.
Many people put off boring activities, because they are
afraid they might be missing out
on something more fun and exciting . Who wants to sit in the library
studying when your friends are
goofing around the dorm ordering
Dominoes and watching L.A. Law.
It all comes down to priorities and
making the time to successfully
obtain your goals.
Some people can only
function if they have a consider-

Study Abroad: A New Perspective
Mary Beth Collins
Contributing Writer
Are you thinking of studying abroad? Foreign study can be
an integral part of a liberal arts
education.
Students have the
opportunity to broaden their perspective of themselves, others, and
the world by exploring the languages and cultures of other countries.
This new perspective on life
can be especially helpful to Fairfield students. It allows them to deviate from the sameness of our
student body to experience a mix
of values from all over the world.
Also, study abroad allows the Fairfield student to experience different educational systems and to
explore the roots of American
education.
After the choice has been

>:H u

made to study abroad, there are
three ways to apply to programs.
The first is to apply directly the the
foreign university of your choice.
Fairfield does not encourage this
because variations in academic
calendars, grading, and transcripts
may limit the transfer of credits.
The second way to apply is through
another American college or university.
Fairfield students are advised to choose a college that endorses their programs with transcripts. In both cases, the dean
needs to approve any work you
wish to transfer to Fairfield. The
final way to find a program that is
right for you is by going directly
through a program associated with
Fairfield. One such program is the
International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP) made up of over
106 American and foreign univer-

sities in which Fairfield is a member. Students pay tuition and expenses to Fairfield and nothing to
the foreign university.
Father Victor Leeber, SJ.,
coordinator of the program at Fairfield, emphasizes that students on
scholarshipcan keep their scholarship while going abroad through
ISEP. A strong advocate of study
abroad, Father Leeber believes "a
year is better than a semester. A
semester is better than a summer,
and a summer is better than nothing at all." In fact, while Professor
Eliasoph and Professor Sill head
groups to Italy and France, respectively this summer, Father Leeber,
Dr. Fedorcheck and Professor
Yepes will escort a group of students to study in Spain.
The summer workshop in
Spain enables students to acquire
first-hand knowledge of the people

The College Consortium for International
Studies is composed of 170 American Colleges
and Universities. About 1400 students participated in CCIS programs in 1987-88.

STUDY IN IRELAND
Fall 1989
St. Patrick's College

NIHE

Maynooth, Ireland

National Institute for Higher Education

mandatory
^eqjure

able amount of pressure on them.
By having a time limit, it is often
easier to sit down and accomplish
something.
Others find it easier to
perform tedious or boring activities when they realize that their
failure to do them, could lead to
mockery or humiliation in the eyes
of others. If friends are coming
over to your townhouse for dinner,
somehow you miraculously find
the energy to wash the week's
worth of dishes accumulating in
your sink, and wipe the remnants

of last night's dinner from your
place mats.
Sometimes it's easier to
simply do the activity you are
avoiding, rather than dealing with
the guilt you feel about your laziness. So the next time you have
three chapters of Organic Chemistry to review and four loads of
laundary to wash, try to get started
on these things as soon as possible.
Who knows, you might even finish
these chores and still have time to
spend doing the things that you
really enjoy.

and cultures of Spain. It involves
three classroom periods daily, three
weeks in Madrid, a week in Santiago de Compos tela, and field trips
to Toledo, Avila, Segovia, LaGranja, Valladolid, Leon and Salamanca.
The trip runs from June 29
through August 1,1989, and earns
six graduate and undergraduate
credits in Spanish. The price of

$2,890 (without credit $2,590),
which can be paid in installments,
includes all transportation, room
and board, and instruction costs.
Students at all levels in Spanish
may attend, but the deadline for
reservations is March 15, 1989.
For futher information, call Father
Leeber at 255-9412 or 254-4000
ext. 2303.

Dave Mullen, Rugby star and former
McDonald's Employee of the Month, lists
his five favorite pick up lines:
1. Do you want to go
spelunking?
2. Drink, you Mary!
3. We've got Busch at
the Shack.
4. Could I carry your
beer?
5. There is no "Irish
Curse."
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FAIRFIELD PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH
$2.00 off any service including
"full service"or "exterior car wash"
with Fairfield University ID
V. Ferrer, Owner
G. Ferrer, Manager

Limerick
Liberal Arts Program
30 Student Maximum
3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• international Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

SPONSORING COLLEGES
Keene State College, NH
Mohegan Community College
DR.JOHN MCLEAN
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
(203) 886-1931 Ext. 243

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Sco? and, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Cyprus,
Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, China

1400 Kings Highway Cut-off
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

203-255-9209

PREGNANT?
DON'T PANIC
CALL THE HOPELINE

366-HOPE
(366-4673)
'HONEST EXPLANATION OF ALL FACTS & OPTIONS
24 HOURS A DAY
FREE COUNSELING
ALL WELCOME
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFIDENTIAL
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Off campus
refresher
course-
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The Uno®

After a tough day of hitting
the books, come to Uno's®
for an evening refresher
course. You'll find 11
incredible versions of the
world's most celebrated
pizza and a menu stuffed
with appetizers, salads and
burgers. Uno's.® The place
for Chicago's original
deep dish pizza

LUNCH
DEAL
Receive an Express Lunch
with this coupon

$

Only 2.95
Individual size pizza
and soup or salad
5 min. service
Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 3
One coupon per person
Not good in combination
with any other offer

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
After Class, After Homework,
After the Game, After Anything.
UNO'S IS THE PLACE TO BE!

Purchase any two
regular size pizzas for

$

Only 9.95
(With this coupon)

Try us. We'll take 10% OFF
your Food Check any night
after 9:00 PM.
MUST PRESENT VALID STUDENT ID
WITH THIS COUPON

RESTAURANT
• BAR

Take-out only
Not good in combination
with any other offer
Call ahead for take-out

«»•■■•'«,

*»*•■*«•,

Expires March 26, 1989

DOUBLE
DEAL

TOO
RESTAURANT
ft BAR

RESTAURANT
» BAR

Expires March 26, 1989

Expires March 26, 1989

320 Black Rock Turnpike
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 - 1:00 a.m.

372-2909

372-2930

\
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Vandalism Is Not Funny Letters to the Editor
The senseless destruction of private property is an
inexcusable crime. There is vandalism going on around
this school, in the dorms, in the townhouses, and even at
the beach residences. To make matters worse, the
vandals are students at Fairfield University. It is disturbing to think that college students could be so intentionally
destructive.
Dorm damage. The University spends enormous
amounts of money every year on damaged carpets, broken windows, defaced walls, ruined furniture. We have all
heard it before, but as the years go on, the situation does
not change all that much. Most of the time, the University
picks up these costs. Whenever possible, the people
responsible are charged. Unfortunately, many innocent
hail dwellers must often pick up the tap if the guilty are not
aprehended.
But what about people who live in the townhouses
and at the beach? If property is defaced or windows are
broken, it is those four, five, or six people who live in those
houses that are financially responsible for fixing what is
damaged. It is not fair. There is no way short of eyewitnesses of finding out who is guilty of the damage.
Why is the purpose of vandalism? If you do not like
someone or you are angry or upset, vent your frustrations
on a punching bag, or try screaming loudly. What is the
point of ruining property? Do not smash beer bottles on
the street. Do not break windows. Do not vandalize cars.
Think before you act. To rational, mature people, especially those attending a Jesuit University, these guidelines
should be followed without question.
The "joke" of smashed glass or trashed houses is
certainly no laughing matter if you are the victim who has
to clean it up the next day. Townhouses this year have had
trees torn out of the ground and holes too numerous to
mention punched into their walls. Beach houses have
repeatedly had broken windows, trashed bathrooms and
stolen mailboxes.
Just as a reminder for would-be vandals: tampering with mailboxes isn't just an annoying prank. It's also a
federal offense.
Some of these "merry pranksters" cite alcohol as
the fuel for their actions, as if overindulgence is an acceptable excuse. Alcohol use has obviously crossed over into
alcohol abuse when it transforms someone into a destructive jerk. We should be old enough to be able to control our
drinking. We should be old enough to respect the property
of others, just as we expect them to respect ours. And we
should be old enough to keep ourselves on our own
leashes. But if vandalism is one's idea of a good time, then
perhaps that leash should be shortened and the choke
collar tightened.

\

Good Luck Warren!
This week Fairfield selected a new FUSA President,
Warren DiDonato. Warren devoted hours of energy to his
campaign. He has proved both his knowledge of and dedication to the University and its student body. The Mirror would
like to congratulate Warren and wish him the best of luck in his
upcoming term.
Warren's platform voiced many goals and convictions,
and this is what we, the student body, based our decision on
when we walked behind that closed curtain on Tuesday. But
although we have placed Warren in office, our job is far from
over. It is up to us to make sure that Warren carries out his
objectives and, most of all, it is our participation that will make
these programs work.
Student service is what FUSA is all about, but without
the support and hard work of the student body even the best of
intentions will fall flat. Throughout the campaigns of the candidates many have voiced both supporting and dissenting opinions and ideas. Now that the campaigns are over, we must not
fall silent. It is our responsibility to make our voices heard.
Warren is taking an oath to serve us and it is up to us
to make sure that he lives up to that oath. We do not want him
to let us down, but we should not let him down eighter. We
listened to what he had to say, we elected him, and now we
must show him our support to make FUSA work for all of us.

To the Editor,
Although the rest of the Mirror is usually okay, there is one area in which I feel coverage has been
lacking. Not enough space has been devoted to the problems which effect most of us who live on campus.
The problem which I am addressing concerns the food plan, better known to most of us as Seller's. They
have just barely earned this name. Despite this, I feel that the food plan could be improved in many ways, such
as more variety of items on the fast food lines, less pudding for dessert, and more fresh fruit. And what about
the napkins and silverware? It's a simple question of giving the students what they want.
Brian Corcoran
Joe Daddio
To the Editor,
In general I am too tired to recognize the nature of my environment when I awake in the morning, but
this morning for some reason (perhaps because I didn't drink last night), I was cogniscent. Upon walking out
of my room, I was grossly offended. I don't know if anyone else has noticed, but every maid at Fairfield wears
a disgusting powder blue uniform. My sense of fashion was attacked. Where are the fashion police? I think
that something in black with a lace collar would be more appropriate.
If any of the Board of Trustees are reading this, please consider spending some of the $35,000,000
dollars on maid's uniforms. You're probably going to spend the same amount on the chapel.
Oh! By the way, is the dome removable?
Percey Ptivegenus

Don't Just Be Another Vegetable!

Join the Mirror staff! The Mirror needs writers, artists and photographers to
help us spread our vines all over campus. News. Sports. Features. Arts & Entertainment. Commentary. Business and Advertising. Guarenteed fresh each week.
So don't be afraid to use your gourd - drop us a line at Box AA or attend our weekly
meetings as posted. It's about time you earned your place in the sun!
Editor in Chief Joseph C. "Fudgey the Whale" DeVito
Assistant Editor Lynn Ann "Cookie Puss" Casey
News Editor AnnMarie "Cookie O'Puss" Puckhaber
Sports Editors Ric "Happy Father's Day to a Whale of a Dad" Brown,
Andy "Tom the Turkey" Davis
Features Editor Sandi "Italian Ice" DiCesare
Arts & Entertainment Editor Brian "Banana Split" Dunleavy
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Ed "Carvel Flying Saucer" Hines Jr.
Photography (Two Scoops) Michelle Ann Clifford, Rich Nunziante
Graphics Chuck "Flav-or Ice" Johnson
Advertising Manager Christine "Cookie Chick" Toner
Account Executives (31 Flavors) Teri Anne Pepe, Sean Looney, Mike McPadden
Classifieds Julie "Butterscotch or Caramel" Soden
Business Manager Kevin "Jimmies or Colored Sprinkles" McMahon
Accountant Andy "Nuts or M&M's" Papadatos
Office is located on Gonzaga Ground. Nuts and shredded coconut. Telephone:
(203)254-4000 ext. 2533. At participating dealers. All rights reserved. Made fresh daily.
Copyright © 1989 by the Fairfield Mirror Inc.
Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must also be typewritten with a 2065 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters must be received by 6:00 PM Saturday for publication
the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed. Only with the expressed
permission of the Mirror Editorial Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on a face to face basis so that
room can be reserved for more general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material; and libel, and should also be free of grammatical and spelling
errors. 7) All announcements and other submissions must be typewritten and received by
3:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised.
8) Once received all submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no
circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and
reserves the right to edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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These

Are The Voyages...

Edward Hines, Jr.
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
Let's take a break from our
focus on Data and turn instead to
his so-called "antagonist" on the
Enterprise, Doctor Katherine Pulaski. Since she is the newest
member of the regular crew, we
have awaited a story that would
revolve around her and allow us to
get to know her a little better.
"Unnatural Selection," written by
second season producers John
Mason and Mike Gray, is a complicated tale which succeeds in
demonstrating Kate's dedication
to and fierce passion for her work.
While en route to Star Station India, the Enterprise receives
and responds to a distress call from
the supply ship U.S.S. Lantry. Her
middle-aged crew is discovered to
have died of old age. A course
trace-back leads the Enterprise to
the Darwin Genetic Research Station on Gregarin IV, where the 35year old Doctor Kingsley and her
associates are dying of the same
geriatric condition.
Kingsley begs Kate to transport the station's children to safety
on the Enterprise. The children
have been in isolation and not
shown any symptoms of the disease. Just to be safe, a 12-year old
male is beamed aboard, in stasis

and encased in protective styrolite,
to be examined by Kate. The boy
appears uninfected, but the styrolite will have to be removed for
Kate to be certain. She does so in
a shuttlecraft, piloted by Data, but
is immediately stricken with arthritic inflammation—thedisease's
first symptom. The child is returned to Gregarin via transporter;
Data and Kate head there also,
under quarantine.
Kingsley and Data are able
to reconstruct what happened. The
children were somehow genetically
"created" and given an especially
aggressive immune system. When
the Lantry first officer beamed
down with a mild case of Thelusian flu, the children, from isolation, released an active antibody to
seek out and destroy the virus. The
antibody, however, altered the
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genetic code of the virus and proceeded to change the DNA in the
first officer's age-controlling
genes. He, in turn, passed this
horribly mutated virus to the other
station personnel and his crewmates. Since DNA is self-replicating, it is irreversible, and the victims quickly aged and died. The
children were carriers after all.
A sample of Kate'soriginal
DNA is found in a follicle of her
hair brush and used in the transporter to filter out the mutated DNA
from her genes. The same process
restores the station personnel to
their health as well. They will
continue their work, hoping to
someday reverse the children's
lethality to ordinary humans.
The trip to Star Station India
was intended to be an uneventful
time for Picard to assess the per-

formance of his new chief medical
officer. Little did he know how
critical that space of time would
become—or how masterfully Kate
would handle the situation.
Jean-Luc originally believed Kate's consuming dedication to her work might influence
her judgement where the safety of
the crew was concerned; she
proves, however, that she is only
trying to meet the captain's expectations and specifications. The
friction that has been apparent
between them is due to their mutual stubbornness, leading each to
believe that theother has no regard
for the human side of the equation.
In fact, Kate admires Picard considerably. He, in turn, comes to
feel the same for her by the story's
conclusion, as evidenced in their
hug.
^_
Do all ship's doctors have a
preference for shuttlecraft and a
distrust in transporters? Kate, like
our 23rd Century Leonard McCoy,
detests having her atoms spread
across the galaxy. To date, she has
used the transporter only once.
The model used for the
Lantry is almost the same as the
one used for the Reliant in Star
Trek II and the Saratoga in Star
Trek IV, except that it bears no
photon torpedo pod. I find it interesting that Starfleet is still making
use of its older-style vessels, yet

Vivid: A Bright Debut by Living Colour
Brian Dunleavy
Arts & Entertainment
Editor
Very rarely does one hear a
new rock n' roll band with a new
and different style. Brooklyn's
Living Colour is just that.
Incorporating a hard rock
feel and sophisticated funk sound,
the quartet displays political awareness as well as musical integrity on
their debut album Vivid. The band:
featuring Vernon Reid (guitars,
vocals), Corey Glover (lead vocals), Muzz Schillings (bass, vocals) and William Calhoun drums,
percussion, vocals), has gone beyond the funk-rock fusion of Robert
Palmer and included political
themes in their work.

The record begins with the
group's first single "Cult of Personality". Written by the band as^
whole, the tune is a "tour de force"
of the albums social themes. A
vigorous attack, the song intermixes political speeches with excellent musicianship. The next
song is also quite good, entitled "I
Want to Know", more funky than
the first and even a litde danceable.
"Open Letter (to a
Landlord)"is another track on the
record with a sort of protest theme,
this time a remark on the greedy
slumlords of New York City. This
is the only slow song on the album,
done in a ballad -like manner with
a gospel feel. There were some
disappointments on the album,
especially "Funny Vibe", and

■'Middle Man". Perhaps my favorite song on the album is "Broken
Hearts". This song has the best
roove of any on the album, due to
I^ck Jagger's harmonica, which
perfectly interupts an occasionall
slow song with aforementioned
groove.
Instrumentally Living Colour
revolves around the fine guitar
work of Vernon Reid. Nearly
every song includes fascinating
guitar solos, and Reid has already
garnered great attention from the
critics. Vivid, co-produced by Ed
Stasium and Mick Jagger, and
featuring guest musicians such as
Jagger, and Flavor Flav, is a very
entertaining record, and despite
some poor songs, an excellent debut
album.

staffing them with smaller crews
(Lantry had 26 people aboard).
Undoubtedly, new technology and
extensive refit have eliminated the
need for large crews.
Enterprise's transporter
chief finally has a name: Lieutenant O'Brien, played by Colm
Meaney. O'Brien's first appearance was as Battle Bridge conn
officer in "Encounter at Farpoint";
in "Lonely Among Us" he was a
security guard.
We get a longer look at one
of the ship's shuttlecraft bays in
this episode. They appear much
smaller than they were in classic
Star Trek. The shuttles themselves
no longer bear names, but numbers. Data's shuttle launch was a
spectacular effect; later, the background matte painting of Darwin
Station with the shuttle coming in
for a landing looked extremely
realistic.
Finally, bureaucracy in the
24th Century apparently is as bad
as it is now. Kate has been aboard
Enterprise for some time, yet her
personal medical files still have
not caught up with her!
Have you missed Commander Riker being really involved
in the stories of late? Next time,
check out "A Matter Of Honor"
and find out about his tour of duty
on a Klingon vessel!
And the adventure continues...

The Top Ten College Albums (compiled by Ellida
D'Ambrosio, WVOF Station Mgr.)
t. R.E.M., "Green"
2. Waterboys, "Fisherman's Blues"
3. Sonic Youth, "Daydream Nation"
4. The Fall, "I Am
Kurious Oranj"
5. Dead Milkmen,
"Beelzebubba"
6. They Might Be
Giants, "Lincoln"
7. Saints, "Prodigal
Son"
8. Julian Cope, "My
Nation Underground"
9. Lou Reed, "New
York"
10. Front 242, "Front
By Front"

Announcements
Tomorrow Friday, February 17 is 89 NITES. Just a few
reminders in regards to transportation to make the evening go
smoothly.
Buses from the Beach will be leaving from Veteran's Park
at 6:30 pm. Buses will be leaving from the Townhouses from the
Townhouse Shuttle Pick-up at 6:45 pm.
You must have you 89 NITES ticket present with you. You
need it to board the bus as well as to enter the restaurant, NO
EXCEPTIONS!
If the back of your ticket says "Townhouse," you must
board the bus from there. If the back of your ticket says" Beach,"
you must leave from the beach. This rule must be followed as we
have assigned buses to match the amount of people leaving
each place.
The event will be running from 7 pm until 1 am.
A Coat Check will be available for your use.
For additional information, please contact Sean Carroll
and Noreen Cosgrove, Cairpersons.
CARDBOARD CITY 1989, a vigil to promote awareness of
homelessness and hunger, will be having an informational
meeting this Friday, February 17th at 4:00 pm in Canisius 200.
Anyone interested in participating is welcome to attend!

The Fairfield University Playhouse will be presenting Adam Wilson's new comedy, The First Year, form
February 20 through 25 at 8:00 p.m. The play is being directed by Sarah Peterson. The play is living scrapbook, a series of pictures of four freshman in college, Matt (played by FRank Carroll '89), Josh (Eric Nyquist
'91), Wayne (Jon Bercham '92) and Dillon (James Cullen '89). For ticket information, please call the Box
Office, Monday-Friday, 10-4 at (203) 254-4010. General admission is $8, Student and Senior tickets $4.
Group rates are available.

Financial Aid applications for the 1989/90 year are available
in the Office of Financial Aid, Gonzaga Hall, room 14. Applications must be filed no later than April 1,1989.
Dr. McDonnell is missing the his copy of the film Ca/and his
] independent publisher's guide. If you have either of these items,
: please return them to Dr. McDonnell or to Mirror Box AA. No
guestions asked.
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The Three Fugitives : A
Film Worth Running To
-minarin
Tony Germinario
Staff Writer

^

All right.
I know what you must be
thinking by now. "Every time this
guy sees a movie, he gives it a good
review. What's the deal?"
Well, it's not my fault. My
selection of movies is rather limited, seeing that there is only one
local theater with a choice of two
movies. Maybe its the fact I just
like movies. I don't know, but
please bear with me. I can't help it
if I like the two movies I had to
choose from.
My review this week is The
Three Fugitves, a new comedy
starring Nick Nolte and Martin
Short. Nolte plays Daniel Lucas,
an ex-bank robber who is trying to
start a new life. While at a bank,
Lucas meets up with Ned Perry,
Martin Short's character, a bumbling bank robber who takes Lucas
hostage. The police, however,
believe that Lucas is the real culprit. This is where the comedy and

adventure begin. James Earl Jones
co-stars as the local police sheriff
who is intent on putting Lucas back
behind bars.
Both Nolte and Short put on
good performances in this film.
Nolte as the ex-con with the tough
exterior but kind interior and Short
as the bumbling thief with the heart
of gold. The two teamed well
together, as their different personalities and acting styles complemented each other nicely.
Even with two big stars such
as Nolte and Short, many of the
film's scenes were stolen by six-

Top Ten Popular Hits
Week of February 5,1989, according to Radio
and Records Magazine:
1. "Straight Up" - Paula Abdul
2. "When I'm With You" - Sheriff
3. "Born to Be My Baby" - Bon Jovi
4. "Wild Thing" - Ton Loc
5. "When The Children Cry"-White Lion
6. "Walking Away" - Information Society
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Happenings

u Sarah
c u Rowland
T
year old
Doroff.
She plays Meg, Short's daughter
who hasn't spoken for two years
and is adorable. Even in the scenes
where she doesn't speak, she manages to gather much of the viewer's
attention as is often the case with
children in movies. It was quite a
site to see the six-foot, four inch
Nolte walk hand in hand down the
street with the little girl at his side.
Doroff s role added greatly to the
enjoyment of the movie.
Short's physical comedy
combined with Nolte's best comedic role since 48 Hours help make
The Three Fugitives a solid movie.
Add the presence of young Doroff
and you have a movie you don't
want to run away from.
For my next review, I will
have greater selection of movies to
choose from as I will be able to to
my home theater, The Paramus
TenPlex. Maybe then, for the sake
of some, I will be able to ginve a
movie a bad review.
Then again...

Brian Dunleavy
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Perhaps of importance to all old and new R.E.M. fans is tour
dates in the tri-state area. Well information I have received has the
playing New York sometime in mid-April, so listen for ticket anouncements. As everyone knows, R.E.M. has had quite a bit of success with
this record, Green, being near the top of both the college and Top 40
charts. This tour promises to be at least as massive, and very hard to
get tickets for, so I'll be on line early.
In something a bit more close to home, I wanted to congratulate
Broken Bottles for entertaining the crowd at Club Tip Toe last week.
The band's set was fantastic and lead guitarist Pete Grennan was
very impressive. Definitely look for future performances in the area
from this classic rock band.
Also keep a look out for new band on campusJEn Transition,
praises have been resounding from a townhouse performance last
weekend.
ATTENTION ALL BEATLES FANS!!! On the weekend of
February 17-19, the Fab Four's Silver Jubilee will be commemorating The Beatles at the Marriot Hotel in Trumbull, Connecticut. There
will be displays intended for both viewing and purchasing and
documetary films. There will also be special guest speakers to relate
annecdotes and opinions have the Fab Four and their music.
At Toad's Place this week is national club act NRBQ on
Sunday February 19th. Tickets are still available.
And so it goes...

COLLEGE SPECIAL!
7. "She Wants To Dance With Me" Rick Astley
8. "Lost In Your Eyes" - Debbie Gibson
9. "The Lover In Me" - Sheena Easton
10. "You Got It (The Right Stuff)" - New
Kids on the Block

SARONI PIZZA

ONE MONTH UNUMTTED TANNING

Ca& Nout

FOR
ONLY

4900
ONLY $2.00 FACE
CAPRI SESSION

Must Present
Coupon & ID
To Receive
Special
THE TANNING PROFESSIONALS Bridgeport 372-0884
Mon-Fri 9-9pm Sot-Sun 9-4pm 4749 Main St. CALL NOW

FOXY LOCKS

TRY FAIRFIELD'S BIGGEST
AND BEST PIZZA AND CALZONES.
$1 OFF WITH THIS AD!

"We Take Pride in our Work."
Precision:
Curs
Perms
Hi-Lites

WE DELIVER!
576-1550

Walk-Ins Welcome
259-5888

1275 Posted.
(Brickwalk)
Fairfield

S^IF
Clubs, Dorm Floors and Teams:

Looking for an original

FUNDRAISER on a
TIGHT BUDGET?
Have your design professionally printed on:
• T-Shirts • Sweats • Hats
• Painter's Caps • Buttons
• Just About Anything You Can Imagine

MOMKEY BUSINESS

254-1386

57 Unquowa Rd.
Fairfeild, Conn.

ASHLEY'S ICECREAM DELIVERS!
Enjoy Ice Cream - Hot Fudge Sundaes & Shakes
At Your Dorm!
2 Deliveries 7:30 p.m. - Call by 7:00
10f30p.m. -Call by 10:00
We always have atleast 21 flavors
These are our regulars - Call for specials
Vanilla
Sweet Cream
Chocolate
Oreo

Bittersweet
Strawberry
Coffee
Heath Bar
MochaChip
Butter Pecan
Choc. Mounds

Price Cups: Reg. 1.35
Lg. 1.85
Sundaes:
Sm (2 scoops)
Lg (3 scoops)

ITw Singing If gram/taltoon D«Hvwv Co.
1875 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, Connecticut
(behind Newmark and Lewis) • Lots of Free Parking

High Quality
Proven Reliability
Best Prices In Town
We can customize a package to fit your special needs. For
more info, please contact your campus representative:
MIKE McPADDEN
Box 1942
372-2288

Reverse Choc. Chip
Choc. Chip

Choc. Choc. Chip

Toppinings .50$ each.
All Kinds of Candies etc.
Your Choice Our Own HotFudge,
Butterscotch. Marshmellow, Real
Whipped Cream & any topping

Pints 2.95
Quarts 5.25
Thick Shakes 2.50
Egg Cream 1.25
Ice CreamSodas 1.95
ALL OCCASION CAKES
2 Layers of IceCream with a Candy or Nut Center
Topped with Whipped Cream Decor.
Mini (serves 5-8) 10.00

Small (10-15) 16.00

Large (18-25) 26.00

• Call a day in advance for custom orders
• Ready cakes available in mini and small
• Special orders on large
COME DOWN TO THE STORE FOR OTHER SPECIALTIES
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F.U. Singing Troupe Tours Toronto
Edward Hints, Jr.
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
The seventy-five members
of the Fairfield University Glee
Club, me included, will be boarding coaches tonight to begin a four
day concert tour of Toronto, Canada. The tour will conclude at the
end of the upcoming President's
Day Weekend

After the experience of an
all-night bus ride, the group will be
stopping for breakfast at a restaurant near Niagara Falls. A kindly
Canadian graciously volunteered
to open extra early especially for
the singing Americans.
On Sunday afternoon the
Glee Club, with the select Chamber Singers, will perform a concert
at Saint Elizabeth of Hungary
Church in Willowdale, just out-

.IFK
ill II

side Toronto, to be followed by a
mass at which they will provide
the music. Familiar concert music
includes "Mon coeur se recommande a vous (My heart doth beg
you '11 not forget)," sung in French,
the happy "With A Voice of Singing," and the "Hallelujah!" chorus
from Handel's The Messiah; a new
Lenten piece, "Lift High the
Cross," will be sung at mass. The
Chamber Singers offer three rec-

ognizable selections for the concert: "Over By the Bay,"" Clap
Yo' Hands," and "Nun Fanget An
(Come Let Us Start A Joyful
Song)," sung in German. Their
new piece, "Chiara e lucente stella
(Shining and Lucent Star)," will be
performed in Italian. Well-spoken, to say the least! The group
returns on Monday.
Finally, if you see several
students trudging about Loyola

Write for that Mirror
thing. Ooh yeah ooh
yeah
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Phoenix
$99 roundtrip

Seattle
$99 roundtrip

New York City
$99 roundtrip
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Chicago
$99 roundtrip

Denver
$99 roundtrip
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Boston
$99 roundtrip
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Fort Lauderdale
$99 roundtrip

Hall tonight with pillows, blankets, and teddy bears in hands, be
aware that they are not headed for
a University slumber party. I mean,
they may as well be comfortable
for an overnight, 11-hour bus trip
both ways, right? Bon voyage!

San Francisco
$99 roundtrip

LosAngeles
$99 roundtrip

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
more tnan 180 cities served by North
NORTH WF^T tnewest
"
you can apply by phone, just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
in the conti uous 48 Unitedstates
AIRI INK
g
We'll take your application and begin to process it
0nl one ticket ma be used er Six
LOOK TO us
y
y
P "
right away What's more, with our Automatic
month period.
Approval offers,
Special Quarterly Northwest Destination Discounts
throughout 1989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare. you can qualify now
while you're still in
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
school.
free travel program—where only 20,000 miles gets
Apply now. Fly later
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
—for less.
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express® Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines only for full-time
students who carry the American Express Card.
Travel privileges that offer:
A
Two $99 roundtrip tickets—fly to any of

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
RELATED
SERVICES
An American Express company

*Some restrictions may apply For complete offer details, call 1-800-94 2-AMEX. Current student Cardmember automatically receive two $99 voucher, in the mail
© 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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FUSA ARTS AND LECTURES

"FAIRFIELD U. NIGHT"
AT

PRESENTS:

NEONZ NITECLUB
THURSDAY FEB. 16

ROYINNiS
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN
CONGRESS OF
RACIAL EQUALITY

• The Hottest New Niteclub
in Fairfield County
• 1/2 PRICE DRINKS 8-11 PM
• $1.50 DOMESTIC BEER 8-11 PM
• SPACIOUS DANCE FLOOR

IT'S HOT!!!

WEDNESDAY, FEB.22
8:00 PM in the
OAK ROOM

Come Party With All Area Colleges
FRIDAY- Ladies Nite with the Hottest
Male Review Show in Ct.
SATURDAY- Club MTV Dance Contest

NEONZ

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN THE
C .C. LOBBY

RT1 Westport (next to Westport Playhouse)
454-0720 or 322-0074
21 and over please

Earn
Money
For
College

Jack Coen
as seen on
"GOOD TIMES CAFE", "COMEDY
CLUB", & "COMIC STRIP LIVE"

LOADERS
UNLOADERS
& SORTERS
PART-TIME
$8-9/HOUR
SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
4:30 AM-8:30 AM
5:00 PM-9:00 PM
Noon-4:00 PM
11:00 PM-3:00 AM
All shifts 3 to 5 hours per day
We offer steady, year round employment, 5 day work
week Monday to Friday, paid holidays & health benefits.

United Parcel Service
Stratford, Conn.
Apply at Howard Johnson Motel
360 Honeyspot Road
Stratford, Conn.
Mondays
9:30-11:30 AM
1:30-3:30 PM

Tuesdays
1:00-3:00 PM

Wed. & Thun,.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
An

FJJ>*al

OlprxirTunin T^mphyrt

9:00-11:00 AM

(up

Stag-tier Inn
Thurs. Feb 23rd
at 9:00p.m.
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Ladies Lose
(cont'd from p. 12)
Fairfield was on its way to another
conference loss.
The Path to the Basement
Coach Nolan's charges
were in pretty good shape at the
start of this contest. Sacca and
Mikelic started quickly on the offensive front as they accounted for
12 of the Lady Stags first 14 points
and staked Fairfield to an early 148 lead with 14:37 left in the half.
This was the biggest lead for either
team in the half though, as both
teams hung tight with each other.
Jeanine Radice kept the Lady Rams
in the game throughout the half by
contributing 12 points. Fairfield
used a strong first half finish to
enter the locker rooms with a 4137 lead off an impressive first half
showing.
Unfortunately for the Lady
Stags, basketball games consist of
two halves. Fairfield decided to
skip the first twelve minutes of the
second half and when they finally
decided to start playing hoops
again, Fordham led 67-54, Mikelic
was on the bench, and the Lady
Stags were in deep doo-doo.
Then Sacca got hot.
She began to take control
inside, hitting short jumpers, drawing fouls, and hitting her foul shots.
She received scoring help from
Tabitha Brickhouse who banged
the offensive boards for two layins. When RenitaPritchett drained
a 16 footer to cap a 9-1 F.U. run
with 5:13 left, Fordham's lead was
5 at 70-65. Nolan called a timeout.
Fairfield was in the game.
When Shanna Lewis took a

pass from Lynne Friel and converted it into a deuce with 1:50 left,
Fordham's lead was 74-72. The
Lady Stags just couldn't squeeze
any more offense out of their tired
bodies though, and after a frenzied
final minute and a half in which
both Fairfield and Fordham failed
to take advantage of one and one
opportunities, the final horn
sounded and Fairfield had suffered
its sixth MAAC defeat.

Memories
(cont'd from p. 12)

of champions of past seasons.
Ebbets Field is gone, games at
the Palestra have lost most of their
flavor, and the Boston Garden will
lose its traditional steamy home.
The Stags may look like they are
running on empty, but maybe Mitch
Buonagiiro can pull out some of
the miracle upsets like the ones
that he engineered in '85 and '87.
What all of us, including Buonaguro, should do now is look back
into the past, get some inspiration
and let that past carry us to greater
heights in the very near future.

1
Posca
s Pasta
Fairfield student Tony Posca will

attempt to get his name in the
Guiness Book of Records this Saturday as he tries to consume a
record 13 pounds of boiled ziti in
27 minutes. Said Posca "Mom will
be proud of me."

MAAC To See Changes in '89
Tom O'Reilly
Staff Writer
Next year will be the beginning of a series of changes for the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference. The 1989-1990 basketball
season will see the addition of four
new schools; Loyola (MD), Siena,
Niagra, and Canisius. This will
make the MAAC the largest NCAA
Division I conference with twelve
teams. It will also be the only all
Catholic school conference. The
MAAC will be split up like this
next year: North Division - Army,
Canisius, Fordham, Holy Cross,
Niagra, Siena. South Division Fairfield, Iona, LaSalle, Loyola,
Manhattan, St. Peter's.
Each team will play 16
conference games; twice versus
each team in its own division, and
once against each team from the
other division.
If you have got this down,
get ready for more. The MAAC
will lose Army, Fordham, and Holy
Cross for the 1990-1991 season.
These schools will be joining the
Colonial Athletic Association for
the advantages it will bring them in
football. If next year's format
works out, the MAAC may take on

a few more teams and stay with the
format of two separate divisions.
The overall swapping of
teams is going to hurt the MAAC.
Fordham and Holy Cross always
field good hoop teams, and have
quite a bit of tradition between
them. Army is one of our country's greatest collegiate institutions,
and is usually no slouch on the
court. We will pick up one very
good team in Siena, though. Siena
was 23-6 last year, and is currently
16-3 (11-0 in the ECAC North
Atlantic Conference), including an
impressive early season victory
over Pitt. Despite playing in a very
weak conference, Siena should be
ripe to challenge LaSalle for the
MAAC crown next year. A player
to keep a close eye on is Sophomore point guard Marc Brown,
whom many basketball guru' s rank
behind only Syracuse's Sherman
Douglas at the point in eastern
college basketball. Brown, who
went to the same high school as
current Trailblazer Mark Bryant,
was named Freshman of the Year
in the conference last year.
Canisius is currently 7-4 in
the same conference, but 8-11
overall. The once great basketball
power will not be able to post this

kind of record in the MAAC next
year, and will probably be battling
Niagra to stay out of the cellar in
the North Division. Niagra also
hails from the ECAC North Atlantic and was also a great power at
one time (including a national
championship). The Purple Eagles
are just 4-7 in the conference and
7-13 overall this year. Niagra
posted an early season victory over
the Stags this year in the Providence Fleet Classic.
Loyola (MD) will probably
be fighting Manhattan to stay out
of the Southern Division cellar.
Loyola has just an 8-12 overall
record, 5-5 in the Northeast Conference. The Northeast Conference is a little more compatible to
the MAAC, but not quite its caliber.
It should be an interesting
and exciting year in the MAAC
next season with the four new teams
vying for the coveted MAAC
championship and a berth in the
NCAA tournament.

ESSAYS
& REPORTS
164278 to choose from—all subjects
Order Catalog Today witn Visa/MC or COO

800-351-0222
in Calif. 1213)477*226

Or, rush $2 00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

Montego Bay, Jamaica
From $399
Negril, Jamaica
From $429
Acapulco and Caricun.......From $429
Daytona Beach
From $159
For information and reservations:
Dave "Mezz" Mezzapelle @ 254-4415
C*nP|C* STUDENT
JTRAVEL
(607)272-6964
SERVICES

from New York
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FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY

Round Trips starting at

LONDON
358 HONGKONG 739
GUATEMALA City 340 TOKYO
679
CARACAS
320 SYDNEY
1128
Restrictions apply, taxes not included.
Check our low teacher fares.
EUR AIL PASSES

ISSUED ON THE SPOT!

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS FREE

Call for FREE Student Travel Catalog!

30 MINUTES OR
$3.00 OFF

562-5335

YALE CO-OP East
77 Broadway. New Haven

At Domino's Pizza, we guarantee
your pizza will be delivered in
30 minutes or less. If we're late,
you get $3.00 off.

LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA
FOR JUST

8

$Q99

G Perms, Cut Frostings, Cellophanes,
Hilighting Coloring. Total nail care
Melissa, hairstylist • Mary, manicurist

353 Pequot Avenue Southport
Tues.. WerJ.. Fri. 9-5 • Thurs. 9-8 • Sat 8-4
nail-care—Thursday night and Saturday only

1580 Post Rd.

TWO FOR

■
o unisex salon
Nfor men,
women,children

Kelly Wood, owner/stylist

255-8823

255-6665

Additional toppings
available.
Expires: 3/1/89
Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. Valid at
participating

locations.

I

Customer pays HIEH • i"Zf^i
applicable sales
•J##*/p
tax and deposits.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.J.

Two regular cheese
pizzas for just $8.99.
Additional toppings
available.
Expires: 3/1/89

Two free Cokes" with
any size pizza.
Expires: 3/1/89

Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. Valid at
wra
participating
locations
OlM tl,kAh ■
Customer pays DllB.. F»$pi
applicable sales
•fopi*^^
tax and deposits.
.

Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. Valid at
participating
locations.
Customer pays —
applicable sales
't/d"/t>^tax and deposits.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS.
Limited deliver area. Our drivers carry less than $2000. p 1989 Domin

I
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Stags Fall Again

The Press Box

Strong Effort Comes Up Short

Some Brunch Table Talk
Ric Brown
Sports Editor

Andy Davis
Sports Editor
If you happened to be one
of the 3000 fans in attendance at
Alumni Hall on Saturday night,
you probably thought that the
Stags' run of bad games and bad
luck would have ended. Early on it
seemed that way, but in the end the
Stags suffered their 17th defeat of
the year (and ninth conference loss
in ten outings) by losing to
Fordham, 68-60.
Fairfield played impressively in the first 20 minutes of the
contest as Troy Bradford and Harold Brantley took up most of the
scoring responsibility. The Stag
lead climbed as high as 6 points
with seven minutes to go and
Brantley's 1st half buzzer beater
put the team up 36-31. Bradford
finished the initial period with 10
points and Brantley who was sent
to the line 12 times, hit for 11
markers.
Hustling sophomore
guard Mike Rodgers came in off
the bench for 5 points, including a
three-pointer, to add a bit of balance to the scoring.
The second half, however,
decides these contests and unfortunately the Stags have not been
able to produce consistently there.
Brantley picked up (or better yet,
was picked on) four quick fouls in
the first four minutes which Coach
Buonaguro did not like. He told
the refs that and they thanked him
with a technical.
The momentum quickly
shifted to the Ram's side as they
jockeyed out to a 4 point advantage with 11:25 remaining. Fairfield slapped back though and went
on a 11-3 spurt, highlighted by a
Greg Keith slam over Fordham's
DanO'Sullivan. With 7:08 to go,
the Stags seemed in control with a
54-50 advantage.
But seeming in control and
being there are two different stages.
From the 7 minute mark until the
final buzzer the Stags managed

Todd Holland battles Fordham's Joe Paterno for a rebound in
Stags 68-60 loss.
B. Russell Photo
just two Bradford long-range,
jumpers and a Marvin Walters free
throw which did not hold up the
small lead. On the other side, the
Rams hit for 18 points in securing
the eight point MAAC win.
Hoop Notes:
After
Brantley's four personal fouls early
in the second half he attempted just
one field goal . . . Bradford finished with a team high 18... Todd
Holland continues to play well for
the Stags, he had 9 points and 13
rebounds in 19 minutes of play ...
Tom Squeri made his first appearance in over a month but was
hampered by foul trouble and
played only 12 minutes...

Tom Maguire

Memories Could
Cure Ailing Stags
Brooklyn lost the Dodgers and
Ebbet's Field in the 50's. Philadelphia is slowly losing the Big Five
city series basketball games at the
Palestra. And in a couple of years,
a new Boston Garden will be built.
All of these tradgedies have
damamged our sports psyche, yet
we will overcome. But nothing has
hurt so much like the fall of Stag
basketball.
Three years ago, Fairfield University signed Mitch Buonaguro
to be their head coach. Buonaguro
had been an assistant at Villanova
to Rollie Massimino and he played
a big part in the Wildcats' 1985
NCAA Championship. In his opening season at the helm, Mitch's
Stags went 13-1 in the conference
and won the MAAC tournament
by beating Holy Cross 67-64 behind the leadership of senior Tony
George.
In 1987, the men's hoop team
struggled through a tough season,
but once again came up big in
March. The 73-70 overtime win
against Iona in the MAAC championship was the highlight of
Buonaguro's career at Fairfield.
Since that great game at the Medowlands though, Stag basketball
has been going downhill.

Last year the Stags could not
get on the winning track, with a
record of 8-20, but no one on
campus was worried. "Wait until
March," everyone said. We all
waited, and come March we saw a
scene that everyone, including
coach Buonaguro, wants to forget.
This year, though, was supposed
to be different.
All of the freshmen were a year
older and no one on the starting
five was lost to graduation. But
still the Stags have not fufilled
anyone's expectations. The main
reason: injuries. Only five Stag
members have played the entire
season. And now with the basketball team hitting rock bottom after
a horrendous drubbing at the hands
of Manhattan, the only thing the
team, or the fans, can do is look up,
or look back.
History has a scary way of repeating itself. The Stags are in
trouble and with an unfriendly
MAAC schedule staring them in
the face, prospects for a big finish
are not very promising. We can
keep the faith though. By March,
Coach Buonaguro may have some
trick up his sleeve to radically transform his present squad into those
(cont'd p. 11 memories)

Sacca Nets
32 But
Fordham
Bops Stags
72-70
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
The Fairfield Lady Stags 7472 loss to the Lady Rams of
Fordham Saturday night kind' of
reminded you of a Dickens novel.
This contest was A Tale of Two
Basketball Teams. Team 1 was the
Lady Stag team that showed up in
the first half and picked up where
they left off last week against
Colgate by turning on the offensive firepower to the tune of 41
first half points. Team 2 was the
F.U. team that showed up, orrather,
failed to show up in the second half
when everything fell apart and
never quite got back together again.
Consider that in the first half
Fairfield received 14 points from
Tricia Sacca, 12 from Lisa Mikelie, and 6 each from Kathy Gailor
and Trish Elser. At game's end
Mikelic had 13 points, Gailor 7
and Elser 6. Sacca continued to
contribute in the second half. She
carried the team by scoring 18
second half points to finish with a
game high 32. However, with such
anemic numbers in the second half
from her usually high-scoring
mates, Sacca had to watch as her
team fell to 1-6 in the MAAC and
7-13 overall.
There's no doubt that the
second half was the Lady Stags
undoing in this game. In one horrifying 90 second stretch, the Lady
Stags lost their floor leader and
watched a managable 4 point deficit balloon to an 11 point deficit.
With 11:28 left in the game, Fairfield trailed 55-51. In the next
minute and a half, Mikelic picked
up three personal fouls to go with
the two she collected in the first
half and she was history. With a
goodly portion of their offense
watching the game on the bench,
(cont'd p. 11 Ladies)

I don't know about you, but I'm getting pretty sick of going to
brunch every Sunday morning and trying to figure out why the Stags
lost the night before to yet another MAAC foe before a wild, screaming, sold-out crowd. And if I'm sick of it, I wonder how the players
feel. And I wonder how Mr. Buonaguro feels. Probably a lot worse,
I'd say.
So anyway, here are a few of the thoughts which have been
bounced around the brunch table in trying to explain the Stags futility this year. We'll start with the positives.
1. It ain't as bad as it all seems. The Stags are 0-6 at home
against MAAC competition this year and that sounds bad. Consider
however that they lost to Holy Cross 72-70; LaSalle 65-61 in a game
they were in until the end; Iona 67-60 in OT; and Fordham 68-60 in
another game they were in until the final minute. Those are 4 losses
that could easily be victories. Now consider that St. Peter's was losing
at halftime when they visited Alumni Hall, and if the shooting gods
had not put a lid over Fairfield's hoop in the second half this could
have been a victory as well. So the home record could be 5-1, with a
little luck and a littlehand-waving.
Now you may ask, "How had 5-1 become 0-6?" The answer
is simple and it brings me to my second point.
2. You can't win basketball games if you can't shoot the
basketball. This has been the Stags problem all year long and this is
the reason they are having such a terrible season. If Troy Bradford
isn't sticking his jumpers, or if he's not getting open to take his jumpers, the Stags are usually in trouble come crunch time.
This can be learned in "Basketball 101." If the outside game
ain't working, the inside game ain't gonna work. Harold Brantley
and Todd Holland won't be able to do their thing in the paint if
Marvin Walters and Troy Bradford and Mike Rodgers aren't
doing their thing outside the paint. Manhattan taught the Stags this
lesson well and the result was a 76-60 blowout. So what's the answer?
Well, at this point, you can't teach shooting to the boys who
wear the red and white. Maybe you have to fool around with the offense a little and try to find something that works better. I mean you
aren't going to lose any more with a new offense than you already have
with the old offense.
Fairfield scored six points in the first 16 and a half minutes of
the second half against St. Peter's. This tells me that there's something wrong with the offense. Fairfield could put "Scooter" Ryan,
"Stork" McGlynn, Eddie Byrne, John Logan, and Tony Moore on
the floor with St. Peter's for 16 and a half minutes and come up with
more than 6 points.
I don't know what kind of changes should be implemented in
the offense. That's up to the coaching staff to figure out. I just know
that something has to change before Stags around the world forget
what it's like to win.
I didn't know whether I should laugh or cry when the WWF
announced last week that wrestling is fake. Who could have predicted
such a revelation?
Maybe I'm crazy, but I think some people in this worldhave
their priorities screwed up and that' s why the world often gets screwed
up. Consider the fact that on the day his father was to be buried,
Kenny Walker participated in the NBA Slam-Dunk Contest. Sure,
Walker won the contest, and I'm sure that he claimed he won it for his
father. That's fine. If you ask me though, I think that when a parent
dies, slam-dunk contests should kind of be put in the back of one's
mind and pretty much forgotten.
The Yankees spend lots of money on baseball players and get
nothing except high ticket prices for their fans. The Mets spend
money on baseball players and in return get victories and loyalty from
fans and players. This is the difference between the Mets and the
Yankees, and this is the reason why the Mets will contend for pennants
into the mid-90's, while the Yankees will continue to have their
problems.
Pitchers and catchers start reporting to camp on Monday. What
a pleasant thought. Think of it, there will be baseball news in the
papers. It kinda' makes you forget that its still February doesn't it?
Does anybody know who the Mets' shortstop will be this year?
Sports Trivia: True or False. There have been more college
basketball teams ranked number one this year than there have been
Yankee managers over the past ten years. (Billy Martin counts five
times).
Let me see if I have this right, Kenny Walker's father died, and
he went to a Slam Dunk Contest. A Slam-Dunk Contest!
The Stags are losing and everything, but the crowd support is
still there. I don't think Alumni Hall has ever been louder than when
Fordham's Joe Paterno went to the foul line after he had just been
assessed a technical foul Saturday night. Troy Bradford and Todd
Holland asked for a little noise and boy did they get some noise.
Has anybody noticed that Bobby Knight's Indiana Hoosiers
have rebounded quite nicely from an abysmal start this season and
currently find themselves in the top 10. Not bad for a team that gave
up 100 points in three straight games at the beginning of the season.
This is what we in the sports world call "over achieving."
Does hockey ever stop? Why can't it end once Spring Training
starts? Doesn't hockey season exist simply to fill up the sports pages
between Game 7 of the Fall Classic and the opening of Grapefruit
League camps?

